
Looking to improve your Ultimate Team? Well, you’ve come to 

the right place! We’re listing the best cheap beasts which will 

make the difference in your team without breaking the bank. 
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BALANCE:

DRIBBLING:

LONG SHOTS:

KEY STATS:KEY STATS:
PAULO DYBALAPAULO DYBALA

SIMILAR TO: 

PRICE: 15,000-25,000

DRIBBLING:

LONG SHOTS:

94
9090
89

Dybala is a must-buy 

this year on FIFA!  His 

dribbling is on the verge 

of god-tier, his � nesse 

shots from the edge of 

the box are OP and his 

passing is next level. 

With a hunter chem 

style boosting his pace 

and shooting you can 

play him as a striker, or 

with a � nisher chem 

style you can boost his 

shooting and dribbling 

to make him the ultimate 

attacking mid� elder.

AGILITY:

STAMINA:

SHORT PASSING:

KEY STATS:KEY STATS:
NICOLO BARELLANICOLO BARELLA

SIMILAR TO: 

PRICE: 20,000-40,000
SHORT PASSING:

93
97
89

NICOLO BARELLA
Staying in the Serie A, 

we’ve got this beast of a 

mid� elder. Barella’s high 

agility means he’s light on 

his feet and very reactive, 

so he’s easy to dribble 

with when holding LB/

L1. With his super-high 

stamina, he can run all 

game and should never 

need to be subbed for 

fresh legs, making Nicolo

the perfect box-to-box 

mid� elder. If this card is 

out of your price range, 

his base gold card is 

also worth including 

in your team!
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ACCELERATION:

DRIBBLING:

SHOT POWER:

KEY STATS:KEY STATS:
FEDERICO CHIESAFEDERICO CHIESA

SIMILAR TO: 

PRICE: 1,000-5,000

ACCELERATION:

SHOT POWER:

91
89
8686

FEDERICO CHIESAFEDERICO CHIESA
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SPRINT SPEED:

STANDING TACKLE:

AGGRESSION:

KEY STATS:KEY STATS:
PRESNEL KIMPEMBEPRESNEL KIMPEMBE

SIMILAR TO: 

PRICE: 5,000-15,000

STANDING TACKLE:
81
86
90

PRESNEL KIMPEMBEPRESNEL KIMPEMBE

SIMILAR TO: 

Next up is this PSG baller. 

Kimpembe is a rock at the 

back and is so cheap, too! His 

high aggression and pace 

mean he’s able to quickly press 

and tackle attackers to win 

the ball back with ease. As a 

PSG centre-back, he o� ers 

strong chem links to Gianluigi 

Donnarumma, Sergio Ramos

and Achraf Hakimi – what a 

defence that would be!

Serie A has great value for 

money and we just can’t 

keep away! Fedz is a pacey 

winger with both skill AND 

power. Attacking from the 

right wing, his 4-star weak 

foot means you can be 

con� dent of his ability if you 

cut inside to use his left foot 

to curl one in the top bin. 
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